Abstract.
1. Introduction. Let A(R) be the class of all real valued functions which are represented by power series expansions on the interval (-R, R). In general the Cauchy problem (1) utl -t2puxx -a(t)ux = 0, p > 0, (2) u(x, 0) = a(x), ut(x, 0) = ß(x),
is not well posed if a(x) and ß(x) belong to A(R). In fact for p> 1 the stability in the uniform metric may be violated (for an example see [1] ). In this paper we define special classes H(R) of functions in A(R) and prove a theorem giving a well-posed problem provided x(x) and ß(x) are restricted to belong to such a class H(R). M. H. Protter [6] gave a condition for a more general problem which implies that (1), (2) is well posed if lim(_0+ t1~pa(t)=0. For further papers on problems of this nature see ( [1] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [8] ). For general abstract existence and uniqueness theorems see [2] and [3] . In particular A. B. Nersesjan in [5] states a theorem which shows that the Cauchy problem is well posed in the case that z is a complex variable, a(z) and ß(z) are analytic for \z\<R and solutions are admitted in the class of functions u(z, t) such that, for each fixed t, u(z,t) is analytic for \z\<R. We shall see that stability occurs for/>>l in the complex variable case, as opposed to the real variable case, because of the availability of the Cauchy estimates. Namely if z is complex and max 0S|z|Sp 2«nz*-|>nz' then for each n, |<x"-/?n|_<5//)". Of course such estimates are not available in the case that x is a real variable; however, we define a more general estimate of this nature which we call a G estimate and show that in the real analytic case we have stability provided that x(x) and ß(x) axe restricted to a class of functions which have the G estimate property.
2. Definitions and preliminaries. Let / be an index set and let H(R)={oi.h(x)}h<;I be a class of functions in A(R).
Definition. H(R) will be said to have the G estimate property if the following condition is satisfied: Suppose 0<p<R and a(x)=2n=o an*" and <£(*)= 2?=o ^n*" are any two functions in H(R). Let -bn(h))zn assumes its maximum on |z| = p at z= -p. Then the Cauchy estimates for the disc |z|5jp in the complex plane give the required results for the interval \x\^p on the real line.
(ii) A simple example in which g(n, p) must be a function of n is H(l) = {hl(l + x2f}hm,x).
we have a class of functions which can never satisfy the G estimate property.
Definition. Suppose 0<r<P<R, O<0, 0<X, and S={(x, ¡):O=r=0, \x\<X}. The Cauchy problem (1), (2) is said to be G stable on S with respect to the class of functions H(R) if for each £>0 there exists <5>0 such that whenever a^x), a2(x), ßx(x), ß2(x), belong to H(R) and max0S{xl¿l,\a.x(x)-x2(x)\<o, max0&M^l>\ß1(x)-ß2(x)\ <ô, then if ut(x, t) is the solution of (1), (2) with a(x) = a;(x), ß(x)=ß^x), i=l,2, it follows that max \ux(x, t) -u2(x, t)\ < e. 
Theorem. If the class of fund ions H(R) has the G estimate property then the Cauchy problem (1), (2) is G stable on S with respect to H(R).
Proof.
Suppose a.x(x)-a2(x)=2n=o ««*", ßx(x) -ß2(x) = J ßnx\ 0<r<P<R, and X+6p+1l(p + l)=r. We need only assume that a(t) is continuous.
Integrating ( Then it may be verified directly that (4) is an identity. It remains to show the infinite sum converges absolutely and to prove G stability on S={(x, t), \x\£X, O^t^d}.
We see that I(w, v) consists of (wtv) operators each obtained by applying L w times and K v times. Further, each operator has norm at most e2"+znp+v\\a\\'»l(2w)\E(v)v/here Hence, if we set T=J_^=0 \\aJXn and denote 2"=0 2"=0 2»=o by 2, The latter series converges by (6) and the proof is complete.
